TAKE ME, I'M YOURS
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#KeDezembaBoss

LET'S GO GLAMPING
BUSH OR
BEACH?

How we’re
spoilt for choice
in Mzansi

#festiveseason

HOLIDAY
SHOPPING, FINE
WINE & ALL
THAT GLITTERS

8

reasons
to visit the
Drakensberg

DEFINITELY NOT
THE RIFFRAFF
WHY CAMP IN THE SAND OR IN THE BUSH WHEN YOU CAN GLAMP ON
A WINE ESTATE WITH A RESTAURANT AND A HORSE CALLED RIFFRAFF?
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ifestyle and travel journalists
and editors are the envy of many
of their colleagues, friends and
family. To them it seems that we are
permanently on holiday, cavorting at
fun destinations, always on a plane to
somewhere, testing cars or being invited
to the best launch parties. Imagine if you
have to sit in a stuffy, hot ofţce sweating
over a spreadsheet and you see a post on
Instagram of one of these journalists going
whale watching in a helicopter or testdriving the latest Porsche in Bahrain.

WHERE YOU
WILL STAY
1. CAMPING:

Tent camping
includes bringing
your own tent and
pitching it. If you
are fancier, you
hook on the caravan,
but still have to
remember tent
pens and electricity
points. The latest
camping craze is a
mobi lodge. It parks
itself via remote
control. You go to
the bush or beach,
or somewhere
secluded.
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I’m not going to lie and say we don’t have
great jobs. We do. That said, we are not
just there for the fun and games. Someone
sits with a massive hangover after an
indulgent wine launch. Someone has to
write the story, and someone has to bring
these great stories to the attention of the
readers of lifestyle publications.
During one of the hottest weeks in Cape
Town I was sitting on an incorrigible
horse called Riffraff. That should give you
a clue about my ride, going up the Klein
River mountain range, behind Africamps
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Stanford Hills, in 40-plus degree heat.
It was a two-night, mid week glamping
getaway. I must confess that I did spare a
thought for my ofţce-bound colleagues
sitting in their airconditioned ofţces,
while I was sweating like a heavyweight
boŗer, ɾ0 rounds in.
cn its website, Africamps describes
its glamping eŗperiences as, ʾboutiįue
camping. Africamps is all about everything
from hiking to hammocking, from
seclusion in nature and romantic escapes,
to family outings and merry chaos with

friendsʠ’ We were about to put their
descriptor to the test.
When I mentioned to one of my friends
that we are going glamping, his response
wasʝ ʼI don’t do anything with an ʾamp’ in
it. Camping, glamping… Same thing.”
So, what is the difference between
camping and glamping? What is lodged
in his mind, and that of many others, are
cramped tents, pitched in the sand, where
you can barely stand up straight once
inside. Places were you basically have to
schlep your entire home to the seaside,

2. GLAMPING:
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Stanford glimmers beyond the dam and if you
look across the mountains you will glimpse
Gansbaai where the great whites and the
whales come so close to the shore it’s best to
watch them from a helicopter.

Rosé or Chardonnay? Veldfire Rosé for me,
please. It matched my cheeks after
spending an hour on Riffraff’s back. That
horse is stubborn. She walked at her own
pace, refused any other horse to pass her
and started to gallop when I least expected
it. I couldn’t sit for two days after that trek
up the mountain.

The cheeseboard paired with Stanford
Hills Veldfire Rosé or Chardonnay on a
hot day will take the heat away.

Aerial whale and great white shark watching
is best done by Cessna, in my opinion. We
were treated to a 30-minute flight for three
people. Down below we saw about 12 whales
breeching and doing back flips as if they
knew we were screeching with delight in the
aeroplane that was swooping low so we could
get a good view. A great white was way too
near the shore for my liking. Book with
African Wings on 082 555 7605 or
www.africanwings.co.za

from stove to mattress, and which offer
ablution facilities that are permanently
wet and smelly.
I have to agree that I share his
sentiments regarding small spaces and
sand, but glamping is something I love.
Besides, glamping is one of the biggest
trends in the travel industry. You want to
camp, but with a lot of comfort on the side.
So when the opportunity presented
itself to go on a midweek break to
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Lucretia Petersen relaxing after losing her
mom, and we talked about the loss of our
mothers. Being away from the madding
crowds gives one the opportunity to talk for
hours because there is nowehere to go. You
only have each other to talk to, thanks to the
fact that there is no wi-fi.

Sonya Swartz strides ahead while we follow
reluctantly to go horseriding. According to
her, they regularly went bare-back riding in
the Transkei when they were kids. I was
happy that she was on the horse behind me
and that Riffraff refused to allow her horse
to pass me so she can go galloping like a wild
horse woman. Thanks, Riffraff.

Africamps Stanford Hills, about an hour’s
drive from my home, I jumped!
One of my best friends lost her mom
three weeks before the trip, and we haven’t
had a chance to just sit down and talk
about our moms. Like her, I also lost my
mom and we never quite get the chance to
reŤect on the impact our parents had on
our lives. My 55m2 tent had capacity to ţt
ţve people comfortably, with two eŗtralength queen-sişe beds, a single bunk bed

Lunch is served at the resturant on the farm
where you can order anything from a Stanford
Hills MCC Brut to a chocolate milkshake.
I recommend the slow roast pork belly with
Dijon mustard, baby carrots and apple jus.
Order two or three desserts and share. The
cold milkshake helped to keep the husband
sugared up.

and a sleeper couch, just in case. It was
air-conditioned, had a braai on the stoep
overlooking the valley, electric blankets, an
inside ţreplace, a fully equipped kitchen
and shower, but no wi-ţ.
The tents are situated on a hill
overlooking a dam on the Stanford Hills
&state. The property offers wine tastings
and is also home to The Tasting Room
restaurant, should you not want to cook,
or forgot to pack much-needed wine
and MCC.
On the drive up to the tents the
landscape is covered in proteas and
pincushions grown for commercial
purposes.
Our itinerary promised horse riding,
hiking and even whale-watching by air in
a small airplane, which takes off from the
farm’s private landing strip.
We literally had to haul our bodies there,
a job my husband was tasked with, after
my friend and I installed ourselves on
the stoep, reminiscing and crying about
our moms. He quietly ţlled our glasses
and prepared the food. pon request
breakfast and dinner can be dropped
off at the tent. The only provision is that
you cook it yourself. My friendʧs husband
joined us on the last night. We cemented
our friendship, made plans for more
coupleʧs retreats and tried to patch up our
relationships with our mothers, hopefully
looking down on us from a starry-starry
night sky over Stanford.

50%

DISCOUNT OFF
ON-THE-ROAD
COSTS
*T&C’s Apply

We’ve looked
after it, just for you
When you purchase a vehicle through Avis Car Sales you
qualify for a 50% discount* on the, on-the-road costs

All pre-owned vehicles come with:
WARRANTY

Balance of the factory warranty
Full service history
Full vehicle history
Finance & insurance options
30-day exchange plan
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SABIE RIVER
WORDS: NADIA KRIGE

AFTER A LONG DAY OF ROAD TRIPPING AND
SIGHTSEEING THERE ARE FEW THINGS AS
SOOTHING AS THE BURBLE AND RUSH OF A RIVER
TO LULL YOU TO SLEEP AS YOU SETTLE DOWN FOR
THE NIGHT.

T

his is just one of the things that
makes Africamps at Mackers, just
outside Hazyview, the perfect
spot to set up camp – or should we rather
say, glamp – for a few days of ultimate
relaxation.
It was during a whirlwind adventure
through Mpumalanga earlier this year that
I was lucky enough to stumble upon this
little slice of heaven and, let me just tell
you, I’ve been dreaming about returning
ever since.
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Apart from the Sabie River running right
through the property with lush riverine
vegetation lining its banks, a small forest
of tall trees forms a leafy canopy overhead,
along with a host of bird species nesting,
chirping and tweeting. This, by the way,
is the only twitter you’ll have going on,
as cellphone reception is almost nonexistent, so you can give your smartphone,
your thumbs and your soul some welldeserved rest.

GLAMPING OF THE
HIGHEST ORDER

While all of this may set a very serene scene,
it doesn’t sound all that different from other
campsites out there, now does it?
Well, what sets Africamps at Mackers
apart is the fact that it really isn’t a
campsite at all, but with its 10 boutique
tents dotted along the river it may be
called a delightfully down-to-earth
glamping retreat instead.
Built on sturdy wooden structures, the
tents are 55m² in size and each boast two
bedrooms, both with queen-size beds
and one with a bunk overhead. There
is a shared bathroom, complete with
hot water and a Ťushing toiletʨ a fully70 |
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A SMALL FOREST OF TREES
FORMS A CANOPY OVERHEAD,
ALONG WITH A HOST OF BIRD
SPECIES NESTING, CHIRPING
AND TWEETING.
equipped kitchenetteʨ a large deckʩlounge
area with a built-in couch and comfy
lounger chairs and even an indoor closedcombustion ţreplace!
Never one to gloss over the details,
however, I immediately took to the
kitchen drawers and cupboards to
conduct a little quality check of my own,
a silly little ritual I’ve come to develop
over the years. You see, when it comes to
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Built on sturdy wooden structures, the tents
each boast two bedrooms, a bathroom
with running hot water, and an
equipped kitchenette.
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utensils and appliances, there are really
only two things that matter in my book: a
coffee plunger and a wine opener. I don’t
care how crude or old or unattractive,
as long as they are in good working
order to allow me the joy of indulging
in my favourite beverages. To my utter
joy and surprise, I could lay my hands
on both within seconds and did a little
happy dance. Not only would they work,
they were brand new, unblemished and
pretty to boot! Adding to my excitement
was the row of ţve beautifully branded
AfriCamps enamel mugs hanging over the
kitchen sink, a nostalgic nod to the classic
camping crockery we’ve all used and –
mostly – come to love over the years.

at an astronomical cost and that there was
nowhere to have them manufactured in
South Africa. So, they started designing
and constructing the tents themselves.
Without even the most basic garment
construction skills to guide them along,
they bought some industrial sewing
machines and set to work, stitching the
canvas pieces together. And well… It took
them a whole six months to make the
ţrst tent!

SERENDIPITOUS
SUNSET ENCOUNTER

By the time we’d all unpacked and
freshened up, the sun was heading
strongly west, so we decided to make a
lazy trek of our own to the communal
pool. Settling into the poolside loungers,
we cracked open some icy Sabie Brewing
Co. beers we’d bought a few hours earlier
and toasted to life and adventure and the
comforts of a glamping tent.
As we took our ţrst sip, we were joined
by another group of jolly guests – at least
that’s what we thought. Turns out our stay
coincided with a site visit from Africamps
owners Manou Bleumink and Jeroen van
Rootselaar themselves!
Over sundowner drinks, we chatted
about their endeavour and their DIY
approach to getting Africamps off the
ground almost ţve years earlier.
The two Dutch nationals – who both
had started separate tourism-related
businesses and were living in Cape
Town – had watched the glamping trend
take Europe by storm and realised that
there was a huge gap in the market for
something similar in South Africa.
So, in 2013, they decided to join forces
and set up a glamping site of their own.
They soon discovered, however, that
importing canvas tents from Europe came
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Realising that they couldn’t continue
at this snail’s pace, they set up a factory
in Atlantis, outside Cape Town, and
employed a few locals to help them out.
Exactly two years after purchasing their
ţrst sewing machine, they opened their
ţrst camp: Africamps Klein Karoo
in Oudtshoorn.
Over the past two-and-a-half years their
business has grown immensely, creating
jobs and opportunities for unemployed
youth in the area. During this time, they
have set up no less than eight Africamps
sites, of which Africamps at Doolhof
in Wellington is the newest, having
opened its doors to the public on
1 December 2018.
Having some perspective on all the
hard work that has gone into making this

glamping dream a reality just added to
the magic of our Africamps at Mackers
stay. We spent the evening braaiing with
Manou and Jeroen, as well as Ryan and
Michelle McKain, the lovely couple who
run and maintain the beautiful site, as

well as a few of their local friends. This
serendipitous experience made me
realise, once again, that it’s never just the
places you visit that takes root in your
heart, but ultimately the people you meet
along the way.

WHILE
YOU’RE
THERE
`¨*³Ë¨vÃ¨â
Ã½®v®®ÈÀÜ§
¦ËÃÈ¨vç®³®â
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ð³ÜâƜÀv½Ã
at Mackers offers a
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activities. While
â³ËƺÀÈÀƜ³®ÃÀ
È³¨¨³Ü®Ɲ
Book a spa
ÈÀvÈ®ÈƛS
therapist will come
È³â³ËÀÈ®ÈƠ
Take a hike.
%³ïÃ®ƛ
³Ã³Àư
ÜvÈ®ƛSÀvÀ
over 250 species to
Ã½³Èv®vÀƛ
Visit www.africamps.
com/farm/hazyviewafricamps-mackers
È³ï®³ËÈ³Àƛ
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